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Online Based Enterprise Characteristics 

Experimental Statistics: Bulgaria 
Aims 

Bulgarian National Statistical Institute (BNSI) is interested in producing experimental statistical 

information about the enterprises for the following indicators: 

 Use-case 1  URLs Inventory 

o Rate of enterprises having websites 

 Enterprises by NACE categories 

 Enterprises by NUTS Level 3 

 Use-case 2  Variables in the ICT usage in enterprise survey 

o E-commerce - Rate of enterprises engaged in web sales on their website 

o Social Media Presence - rate of enterprises that are present on social media 

o Rate of enterprises having specific features of the website 

 Advertisement of open job positions or online job application 

Data Sources 

BNSI used the following data sources to produce experimental statistical information about the 

enterprises: 

 Statistical Business Register (SBR) 

o Enterprise ID 

o Enterprise Name 

o Enterprise E-mail 

o Enterprise known web site 

o Enterprise post address 

o Enterprise NUTS 3 level 

o Enterprise NACE information  

 Google Search API 

o Payed service 

o 10 suggestions for enterprise URL   

 Bing Search API 

o 10 suggestions for enterprise URL 

 Enterprises web sites 

o Up to 20 pages from the enterprise web site 

Methodology 

Use-case 1 URLs Inventory: 

Rate of enterprises having websites 

1. Get enterprises from the ICT population with the following data: IDs, Names, URLs, E-mails 

and other characteristics form the SBR in CSV file. 
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2. Create MySQL database table with IDs, Names, URLs, E-mails and other characteristics fields 

from the CSV file of the enterprises. 

3. Upload the data from CSV file to the database table. 

4. Get Google Search API Key.  

5. Configure the information in the conf.php file. 

6. Add necessary database table fields according to the information in the conf.php file where the 

output information from the project’s software will be saved. 

7. Upload the known and verified URLs of the enterprises from the previous iteration to the 

database table for sustainability results.  

8. Check if the known URLs from SBR have working web sites, generate URLs from the e-mails 

domains of the enterprises (excluding the popular e-mails domains: Yahoo, Gmail, etc. form 

the list in the conf.php file.) and check the generated URLs for working web sites with 

geturl.php script. 

9. Check the known and verified URLs of the enterprises from the previous iteration for working 

web sites with checkoldurl.php script since the changes have been likely occurred from the 

previous period. 

10. Run google_search.php script to get up to 10 suggested URLs of the enterprises from the results 

of running Google Search API with the enterprises names. 

11. Make a list with enterprises IDs and a corresponding list with enterprises names from MySQL 

database containing enterprises’ data for the ICT survey target population. 

12. Run ISTAT software UrlSearcher.jar either stands alone or through UrlSearcher.php script to 

get to up to 10 suggested URLs of the enterprises form the results of running Bing Search API 

with the enterprises names. 

13. Run list.php script to make manual verification of the correct URLs of the enterprises from the 

checked URLs of the SBR and previous iteration and the suggested URLs from the Google and 

Bing Search APIs. After running this step, you have a List of enterprises with known URLs in 

the DB table.  

14. Make a negative list with domains of yellow pages sites. 

15. Run RootJuice.jar with the negative domain list and the result seed.txt file from the execution 

of the UrlSeracher.jar program. 

16. Get running Solr 4.10.4 and create a data collection. 

17. Configure the data collection and run the SolrTSVImporter.jar with the result file from the 

RootJuice.jar program, to populate the Solr data collection (URLs crawling). 

18. Configure the UrlScorer.jar parameters, crate a list with territorial units, create a list with 

enterprises IDs, Names and Address information, and run UrlScorer.jar program (URLs 

scoring). 

19. Create a list with enterprises IDs, Names and known URLs, and run the 

UrlMatchTableGenerator.jar program using the result file from the execution of the 

UrlScorer.jar program (Machine learning with Custom R script) taking into account that a 

subset of enterprises for which the correct link is already indicated is available. Our input 

training dataset consists of all records that had at least one page fetched. On the basis of the 
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output scoring dataset we first associated to each enterprise the link with the highest score. As 

we know if the link is correct or not, a dichotomous variable correct_Yes_No says if the URL 

is the right one or not: this variable plays the role of the Y variable, to be predicted by the 

model. Together with this information, variables indicating success or failure of the search of 

telephone, VAT code, municipality, province and zip code play the role of the X variables 

(predictors), together with the link position and coincidence of the central part of the URL with 

the name of the enterprise (simple URL). This initial set is split into two equal size subsets, the 

first acting as the proper training set to fit the model, the second as the test set used to evaluate 

the performance of the model. Three different models were fitted: logistic, neural network and 

random forest. Their performance was almost equivalent, and logistic was chosen for the 

interpretability of its parameters (exactly the same as ISTAT procedure).   

20. Apply the logistic model to the set of enterprises for which the website URL was not known. 

21. Run the info.php script to see statistics from the above executed steps for URLs Retrieval at 

regional level and NACE categories. . 

The software is available at: 

https://github.com/EnterpriseCharacteristicsESSnetBigData?tab=repositories 

 

Use-case 2  Variables in the ICT usage in enterprise survey 

E-commerce - Rate of enterprises engaged in web sales on their website 

1. Configure the information in the conf.php file. 

2. Add necessary database table fields according to the information in the conf.php file. 

3. Run scrap.v3.php  script  to  get  up  to  3  prediction  for  e-commerce  URLs  of  the  enterprises 

based on scraped data from the enterprises web sites. 

4. Run   list_estore.php   script   to   choose   manually   the   correct   e-commerce   URLs   of   the 

enterprises. 

5. Run  list_estore_lost.php  script  to find  missed  e-commerce  URLs with 10%  sample  extracted 

from enterprises we don’t predict e-commerce websites with scrap.v3.php script. 

6. Make a list with enterprises IDs and URLs from MySQL database containing enterprises with 

known websites. 

7. Run RootJuice.jar with the list with enterprises IDs and URLs. 

8. Get running Solr 4.10.4 and create a data collection. 

9. Configure  the  data  collection  and  run  the  SolrTSVImporter.jar  with  the  result  file  from  

the RootJuice.jar program, to populate the Solr data collection. 

10. Create a positive and negative list for e-commerce key words. 

11. RunFirmDocTermMatrixGenerator.jar  with  created  positive  and  negative  lists  for  the  Solr 

data collection. 

https://github.com/EnterpriseCharacteristicsESSnetBigData?tab=repositories
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12. Analyze the results obtained from the execution of the UrlMatchTableGenerator.jar with 

Custom R script. 

 

13. Run the info.php script to see statistics from the above executed steps for E-commerce URLs at 

regional level and NACE categories. 

The software is available at: 

https://github.com/EnterpriseCharacteristicsESSnetBigData?tab=repositories 

 

Social Media Presence - rate of enterprises that are present on social media 

1. Configure the information in the conf.php file. 

2. Add necessary database table fields according to the information in the conf.php file. 

3. Run scrap.v3.php script to get social media URLs of the enterprises on the first page of their web 

sites. 

4. Make a list with enterprises IDs and URLs from MySQL database containing enterprises with 

known websites. 

5. Run the Social media detection software developed by Statistics Poland, refined by Statistics 

Nederland and Bulgarian National Statistical Institute using the List with enterprises IDs and URLs.  

6. Import the result of previous step into MySQL database table for a comparison with BNSI 

software social media results. 

 7. Run  the  info.php  script  to  see  statistics  from  the  above  executed  steps  for Social  Media 

presence URLs at regional level and NACE categories.  

The software is available at: 

https://github.com/EnterpriseCharacteristicsESSnetBigData?tab=repositories 

 

Rate of enterprises having specific features of the website 

Advertisement of open job positions or online job application 

1. Configure the information in the conf.php file.  

2. Add necessary database table fields according to the information in the conf.php file. 

3. Run  scrap.jobs.v3.php  script  to  get  up  to  3  prediction  for Job  advertisements URLs  of  the 

enterprises based on scraped data from the enterprises web sites. 

4. Run list_jobs.php script  to  choose manually the correct Job advertisements URLs of the 

enterprises. 

https://github.com/EnterpriseCharacteristicsESSnetBigData?tab=repositories
https://github.com/EnterpriseCharacteristicsESSnetBigData?tab=repositories
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5. Run  list_jobs _lost.php  script  to find  missed Job  advertisements URLs  with  10%  sample 

extracted from enterprises we don’t predict Job  advertisements websites with  scrap.v3.php script.  

6. Run the info.php script to see statistics from the above executed steps for Job advertisements 

URLs at regional level and NACE categories. 

The software is available at: 

https://github.com/EnterpriseCharacteristicsESSnetBigData?tab=repositories 

 

Results 

The experimental statistics are available on the WPC wiki page: 

https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/fpfis/mwikis/essnetbigdata/index.php/WPC_Experimental_statistics  

 

https://github.com/EnterpriseCharacteristicsESSnetBigData?tab=repositories
https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/fpfis/mwikis/essnetbigdata/index.php/WPC_Experimental_statistics

